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ABSTRACT:

Introduction When the new linear accelerator is to be installed in radiotherapy department the
responsible personnel should perform necessary estimations and calculations of the protective
barriers for the accelerator treatment room. These methods are described in details in
literature1'2.However, if modern treatment techniques are planned to be intensively used on
this machine, additional concern rises regarding adequacy of these calculations. The new
Saturne-43 linear accelerator with three photon energies of 8, 15 and 25 MV recently installed
at our department was planned to be used for conventional treatment techniques as well as for
conformal and total body treatments.
The method of conformal therapy generally employs more small fields per one treated patient

than conventional techniques. It leads to the use of more linear accelerator monitor units for
the average treatment. It was estimated that "beam on" time of an accelerator to deliver the
same dose to the tumor is up to 3 times more than for conventional methods. The total body
technique contribute to the extra time on of an accelerator because of extended distance to the
dose prescription point.
Altogether intensive clinical use of these modern techniques will noticeably increase "beam
on" time of an accelerator and rise question regarding validity of the traditionally calculated
shielding of the treatment room.
Materials and methods IAEA-TECDOC-1040 and NCRP Report No 49 suggest considering
three main components incident on the protective barriers: direct radiation, scatter radiation
and leakage radiation. The formulas for these components are similar and dose equivalent
limits are proportional to the workload. For the conventional treatments workloads of direct,
scattered and leakage radiation are equal and calculated by the division of total prescribed
dose (for all treated per week patients) to the machine isocenter to average tissue maximum
ratio. These workloads for conformal and TBI are different and should be considered
separately. Additionally, in theory, the workloads for all energies in use have to be calculated.
In practice, however, the shielding calculation needs to be performed only for the highest
energy used for the particular technique. In our case it was 25 MV X-rays.
Results The primary barrier thickness is calculated with the use of direct workload value.
Direct workload in our case is the sum of conventional workload, conformal workload and
TBI workload. For the secondary barrier thickness calculation the leakage and scatter
workloads are used. Leakage workload is determined as total number of monitor units
accumulated per week. For the conventional treatment leakage workload the factor of
lcGy/MU is used to convert from direct workload. For conformal technique, however,
additional factor of approximately 2 is required. This factor is about 10 for our TBI technique.
Scatter workload we found less or equal to the direct workload.

Further, we assumed about 40% of patients receive conformal therapy on the accelerator and
in average one patient per week receive TBI. The leakage workload in this situation will be
1.6 of the direct workload. It will increase the secondary barrier thickness by approximately
0.18 of tenth value layer.
Conclusion When intensive use of conformal therapy and TBI is planned on linear
accelerator one should consider increasing secondary barrier thickness for the treatment room.
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The calculation procedure is quite simple and does not required any additional data or
measurements.
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